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Olympiad Corner 
 
Below are the problems of the 2011 
International Math Olympiad.  

 
Problem 1.  Given any set A={a1, a2, 
a3, a4} of four distinct positive integers, 
we denote the sum a1+a2+a3+a4 by sA.  
Let nA denote the number of pairs (i,j) 
with 1≤i<j≤4 for which ai+aj divides 
sA.  Find the sets A of four distinct 
positive integers which achieve the 
largest possible value of nA. 

 
Problem 2.  Let S be a finite set of at 
least two points in the plane. Assume 
that no three points of S are collinear.  
A windmill is a process that starts with 
a line ℓ going through a single point P 
∊S.  The line rotates clockwise about 
the pivot P until the first time that the 
line meets some other point belonging 
to S.  This point, Q, takes over as the 
new pivot, and the line now rotates 
clockwise about Q, until it next meets a 
point of S.  This process continues 
indefinitely. 
 
Show that we can choose a point P in S 
and a line ℓ going through P such that 
the resulting windmill uses each point 
of S as a pivot infinitely many times.  

    (continued on page 4) 
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The 52nd IMO was held in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, on 12-24, July, 2011. 
Contestants took two 4½ hour exams 
during the mornings of July 18 and 19. 
Each exam was consisted of 3 problems 
of varying degree of difficulty.  The 
problems were first shortlisted by the 
host country, selected from problems 
submitted earlier by various countries.  
Leaders from 101 countries then picked 
the 2011 IMO problems (see Olympiad 
Corner). Traditionally an easy pair was 
selected (Problems 1 and 4), then a hard 
pair (Problems 3 and 6), with Problem 6 
usually selected as the “anchor 
problem”, and finally the intermediate 
pair (Problems 2 and 5).  I would like to 
discuss first the problems selected, aim 
to provide something extra besides 
those which were provided by the 
solutions.  However I would discuss the 
problems by slightly different grouping.
 
Problems 1 and 4 
 
First the easy pair, problems 1 and 4. 
The problem selection committee 
thought that both problems were quite 
easy.  It was nice to select one as a 
problem of the contest.  But if both 
problems were selected, then the paper 
would be too easy (or even disastrous). 
Indeed eventually both problems were 
selected.  But it was not enough for 
anyone to get a bronze medal even if he 
could solve both problems (earning 14 
points) as the cut-off for bronze was 16. 
 
In my opinion problem 1 is the easier of 
the pair.  Indeed we may without loss of 
generality assume a1 < a2 < a3 < a4.  So if 
the sum of one pair of the ai’s divides sA, 
then it will also divide the sum of the 
other pair.  But clearly a bigger pair 
cannot divide a smaller pair, so it is 
impossible that a3 + a4 dividing a1 + a2, 
nor is it possible that a2 + a4 dividing a1 
+ a3.  Therefore the maximum possible 
value of nA can only be 4.  To achieve 
this, it suffices to consider divisibility 
conditions among the other pairs. 

Now as we need a1 + a4 dividing a2 + a3 
and also a2 + a3 dividing a1 + a4, we 
must have a1 + a4 = a2 + a3.  Putting a4= 
a2+a3−a1 into the equations a3 + a4 = 
m(a1 + a2) and a2 + a4 = n(a1 + a3) with m 
> n > 1, we eventually get (m,n) = (3,2) 
or (4,2).  Finally we get (a1, a2, a3, a4) = 
(k, 5k, 7k, 11k) or (k, 11k, 19k, 29k), 
where k is a positive integer.  As the 
derivation of the answers is rather 
straight-forward, it does not pose any 
serious difficulty. 
 
For problem 4, it is really quite easy if 
one notes the proper recurrence relation. 
Indeed the weights 20, 21, 22, …, 2n−1 
form a “super-increasing sequence”, 
any weight is heavier than the sum of all 
lighter weights. Denote by f(n) the 
number of ways of placing the weights. 
We consider first how to place the 
lightest weight (weight 1). Indeed if it is 
placed in the first move, then it has to be 
in the left pan.  However if it is placed in 
the second to the last move, then it 
really doesn’t matter where it goes, 
using the “super-increasing property”. 
Hence altogether there are 2n−1 
possibilities of placing the weight of 
weight 1.  Now placing the weights 21, 
22, …, 2n−1  clearly is the same as 
placing the weights 20, 21, …, 2n−2. 
There are f(n−1) ways of doing this. 
Thus we establish the recurrence 
relation f(n) = (2n−1)f(n−1).  Using f(1) 
= 1, by induction, we get  
 

f(n) = (2n −1)(2n −3)(2n −5)⋯1. 
 
The problem becomes a mere exercise 
of recurrence relation if one notices how 
to place the lightest weight (minimum 
principle).  
 
It is slightly harder if we consider how 
to place the heaviest weight.  Indeed if 
the heaviest weight is to be placed in the 
ith  move, then it has to be  placed  in  the 

left pan.  There  are   
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choosing the previous i−1 weights and 
there are f(i−1) ways of placing them. 
After the heaviest weight is placed, it 
doesn’t matter how to place the other 
weights, and there are (n−i)!×2n−i ways 
of placing the remaining weights. Thus 
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Replacing n by n −1 and by comparing 
the two expressions we again get f(n) = 
(2n−1)f(n−1). We have no serious 
difficulty with this problem. 
 
Problems 3 and 5 
 
In my opinion both problems 3 and 5 
were of similar flavor. Both were 
“functional equation” type of problems. 
Problem 3 was slightly more involved 
and problem 5 more number theoretic. 
One can of course put in many values 
and obtain some equalities or 
inequalities.  But the important thing is 
to substitute some suitable values so 
that one can derive important relevant 
properties that can solve the problem. 
 
In problem 5, indeed the condition 
f(m−n) | (f(m) − f(n)) (*) poses very 
serious restrictions on the image of f(x). 
Putting n=0, one gets f(m) | (f(m) − f(0)), 
thus f(m) | f(0).  Since f(0) can only 
have finitely many factors, the image 
of f(x) must be finite.  Putting m=0, one 
gets f(−n) | f(n), and by interchanging n 
and −n, one gets f(n) = f(−n).  Now f(n) 
| (f(2n) − f(n)), hence f(n) |  f(2n), and 
by induction f(n) | f(mn).  Put n = 1 into 
the relation.  One gets f(1) | f(m).  The 
image of f(x) is therefore a finite 
sequence f(1) = a1< a2< ⋯ < ak = f(0). 
One needs to show ai | ai+1. To 
complete the proof, one needs to 
analyze the sequence more carefully, 
say one may proceed by induction on k. 
But personally I like the following 
argument.  Let f(x) = ai and f(y) = ai+1. 
We have f(x−y) | (f(y) − f(x)) < f(y) and 
f(y) − f(x) is positive, hence f (x − y) is 
in the image of f(x) and therefore f(x−y) 
≤ ai= f(x).  Now if f(x−y) < f(x), then f(x) 
− f(x −y) > 0.  Thus f(y) = f(x−(x−y)) | 
(f(x) − f(x −y)). 
In this case the right-hand side is 
positive. We have f(y) ≤ f(x) − f(x −y)) < 
f(x) < f(y), a contradiction.  So we have 
f(x−y) = f(x).  Thus f(x) | f(y) as needed. 
 
It seems that Problem 3 is more 
involved.  However, by making useful 
and clever substitutions, it is possible 
to solve the problem in a relatively 
easy way. The following solution 

comes from one of our team members.  
Put y = z−x into the original equation 
f(x+y) ≤ yf(x) + f(f(x)), one gets f(z) ≤ z 
f(x) − xf (x) + f( f(x)). By letting z = f(k) in 
the derived inequality one gets f(f(k)) ≤ 
f(k) f(x) − xf (x) + f( f(x)). 
Interchanging k and x one then gets f(f(x)) 
≤ f(k) f(x) − kf (k) + f( f(k)). Hence  
 
         f(x+y) ≤ y f(x) +  f( f(x))  
                    ≤  f(x)f(k) −kf(k) + f(f(k)). 
 
Letting y =f(k) − x in the inequality, we get 
 
     f(f(k)) ≤ f(k) f(x) − xf (x) + 
                        f(k) f(x) − kf (k) + f( f(k)) 
 
or 0 ≤ 2 f(k) f(x) − xf(x) −k f(k). Finally 
letting k = 2 f(x) and simplifying, we 
arrive at the important and essential 
(hidden) inequality 0 ≤ −xf(x). This means 
for x > 0, f(x) ≤ 0, and for x < 0, f(x) ≥ 0. 
But if there is an x0 < 0 such that f(x0) > 0, 
then putting x = x0 and y = 0 into the 
original equation, we gets 0<f(x0) ≤ f(f(x0)). 
However if f(x0) > 0, then f(f(x0)) ≤ 0, 
hence a contradiction. This means for all  
x < 0, f(x) = 0. Finally one has to prove f(0) 
= 0. We suppose first f(0) > 0. Put x = 0 
and y < 0 sufficiently small into the 
original equation, one gets f(y) < 0, a 
contradiction. Suppose f(0) < 0. Take x, y 
< 0. We get  

 0 = f(x+y) ≤ y f(x) +  f( f(x)) 
= y f(x) + f(0) = f(0) < 0, 

 
again contradiction! This implies f(0) = 0. 
 
Problem 2  
 
To me, problem 2 was one of a kind.  The 
problem was considered as “intermediate” 
and should not be too hard.  However at 
the end only 21 out of 564 contestants 
scored full marks. It was essentially a 
problem of computational geometry.  We 
know that if there is a line that goes 
through two or more of the points and 
such that all other points are on the line or 
only on one side of the points, then by 
repeatedly turning angles as indicated in 
the problem, the convex hull of the point 
set will be constructed (so-called Jarvis’ 
march). Therefore some points may be 
missed.  So in order to solve the problem, 
we cannot start from the “boundary”. 
Thus it is natural that we start from the 
“center”, or a line going through a point 
that separates the other points into equal 
halves (or differ by one). Indeed this idea 
is correct. The hard part is how to 
substantiate the argument. Many 
contestants found it hard. Induction 
argument does not work because adding 
or deleting one point may change the 
entire route. The proposer gives the 

following “continuity argument”.  We 
consider only the case that there are an 
odd number of points on the plane. Let 
l be a line that goes through one of the 
points and that separates the other 
points into two equal halves.  Note that 
such line clearly exists. Color one 
half-plane determined by the line 
orange (for Netherlands) and the other 
half-plane blue.  The color of the plane 
changes accordingly while the line is 
turning.  Note also that when the line 
moves to another pivot, the number of 
points on the two sides remain the 
same, except when two points are on 
the line during the change of pivots. So 
consider what happen when the line 
turns 180°, (turning while changing 
pivots).  The line will go through the 
same original starting point. Only the 
colors of the two sides of the line 
interchange!  This means all the points 
have been visited at least once!  A 
slightly modified argument works for 
the case there are an even number of 
points on the plane.  
 
Problem 6 
 
This was the most difficult problem of 
the contest (the anchor problem), only 
6 out of more than 564 contestants 
solved the problem.  Curiously these 
solvers were not necessarily from the 
strongest teams.  The problem is hard 
and beautiful, and I feel that it may be a 
known problem because it is so nice. 
However, I am not able to find any 
further detail.  It is not convenient to 
reproduce the full solution here.  But I 
still want to discuss the main idea used 
in the first official solution briefly.  

 
From ΔABC and the tangent line L at T, 
we produce the reflecting lines La, Lb, 
and Lc.  The reflecting lines meet at A”, 
B” and C” respectively.  Now from A, 
we draw a circle of radius AT, meeting 
the circumcircle γ of ABC at A’. 
Likewise we have BT=BB’ and 
CT=CC’ (see the figure).  
 
 
 

  (continued on page 4) 
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Problem Corner 
 
We welcome readers to submit their 
solutions to the problems posed below 
for publication consideration.  The 
solutions should be preceded by the 
solver’s name, home (or email) address 
and school affiliation.  Please send 
submissions to Dr. Kin Y. Li, 
Department of Mathematics, The Hong 
Kong University of Science & 
Technology, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, 
Hong Kong.  The deadline for sending 
solutions is February 28, 2012. 
 
Problem 381.  Let k be a positive 
integer. There are 2k balls divided into 
a number of piles. For every two piles 
A and B with p and q balls respectively, 
if p ≥ q, then we may transfer q balls 
from pile A to pile B. Prove that it is 
always possible to make finitely many 
such transfers so as to have all the balls 
end up in one pile.   
  
Problem 382. Let v0 = 0, v1 = 1 and  
 

vn+1 = 8vn−vn−1   for n = 1,2,3,…. 
 
Prove that vn is divisible by 3 if and 
only if vn is divisible by 7. 
 
Problem 383. Let O and I be the 
circumcenter and incenter of ΔABC 
respectively. If AB≠AC, points D, E are 
midpoints of AB, AC respectively and 
BC=(AB+AC)/2, then prove that the 
line OI and the bisector of ∠CAB are 
perpendicular.   
 
Problem 384. For all positive real 
numbers a,b,c satisfying a + b + c = 3, 
prove that 
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Problem 385. To prepare for the IMO, 
in everyday of the next 11 weeks, Jack 
will solve at least one problem. If every 
week he can solve at most 12 problems, 
then prove that for some positive 
integer n, there are n consecutive days 
in which he can solve a total of 21 
problems.  
 

***************** 
Solutions 

**************** 
 
Problem 376.  A polynomial is monic 
if the coefficient of its greatest degree 
term is 1. Prove that there exists a 
monic polynomial f(x) with integer 
coefficients such that for every prime p, 

f(x) ≡ 0 (mod p) has solutions in integers, 
but f(x) = 0 has no solution in integers.  
  
Solution.  Alumni 2011 (Carmel Alison 
Lam Foundation Secondary School), 
Maxim BOGDAN (“Mihai Eminescu” 
National College, Botosani, Romania), 
Koopa KOO and Andy LOO (St. Paul’s 
Co-educational College). 
 
Let f(x)=(x2−2)(x2−3)(x2−6). Then f(x) = 0 
has no solution in integers. For p = 2 or 3, 
f(6) ≡ 0 (mod p). For a prime p > 3, if there 
exists x such that x2 ≡ 2 or 3 (mod p), then 
f(x) ≡ 0 (mod p) has solutions in integers. 
Otherwise, from Euler’s criterion, it 
follows that there will be x such that x2 ≡ 6 
(mod p) and again f(x) ≡ 0 (mod p) has 
solutions in integers. 
 
Comments:  For readers not familiar with 
Euler’s criterion, we will give a bit more 
details. For c relatively prime to a prime p, 
by Fermat’s little theorem, we have 
 
(c(p−1)/2−1)(c(p−1)/2+1) = cp−1−1≡ 0 (mod p), 
 
which implies c(p−1)/2 ≡ 1 or −1  (mod p).  
 
If there exists x such that x2 ≡ c (mod p), 
then c(p−1)/2 ≡ xp−1 ≡ 1 (mod p). Conversely, 
if  c(p−1)/2 ≡ 1 (mod p), then there is x such 
that x2 ≡ c (mod p). [This is because there 
is a primitive root g (mod p) (see vol. 15, 
no. 1, p. 1 of Math Excalibur), so we get c 
≡ gi (mod p) for some positive integer i, 
then gi(p−1)/2 ≡ 1 (mod p). Since g is a 
primitive root (mod p), so i(p−1)/2 is a 
multiple of p−1, then i must be even, 
hence c ≡ (gi/2)2 (mod p).] In above, if 2 
and 3 are not squares (mod p), then 
6(p−1)/2=2(p−1)/23(p−1)/2 ≡ (−1)2 =1 (mod p), 
hence 6 is a square (mod p). 
 
Problem 377. Let n be a positive integer. 
For i=1,2,…,n, let zi and wi be complex 
numbers such that for all 2n choices of ε1, 
ε2, …, εn equal to ±1, we have  
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Solution.  William PENG and Jeff PENG 
(Dallas,Texas, USA). 
 
The case n = 1 is clear. Next, recall the 
parallelogram law |a+b|2+|a−b|2=2|a|2+2|b|2, 
which follows from adding the + and − 
cases of the identity 
 

.))(( bbabbaaababa +±±=±±  
 
For n = 2, we have  
 

|z1+z2|≤|w1+w2|  and  |z1−z2|≤|w1−w2|.  
Squaring both sides of these inequalities, 
adding them and applying the 
parallelogram law, we get the desired 
inequality. Next assume the case n=k 
holds. Then for the n=k+1 case, we use 
the 2k choices with ε1 = ε2 to get from the 
n=k case that 
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Similarly, using the other 2k choices 
with ε1 = −ε2, we get  
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Adding the last two inequalities and 
applying the parallelogram law, we get 
the n=k+1 case. 
 
Other commended solvers: Alumni 
2011 (Carmel Alison Lam Foundation 
Secondary School),Maxim BOGDAN 
(“Mihai Eminescu” National College, 
Botosani, Romania), O Kin Chit, Alex 
(G.T.(Ellen Yeung) College) and 
Mohammad Reza SATOURI 
(Bushehr, Iran).  
 
Problem 378. Prove that for all 
positive integers m and n, there exists a 
positive integer k such that 2k −m has at 
least n distinct positive prime divisors. 
  
Solution. William PENG and Jeff 
PENG(Dallas,Texas, USA). 
 
For the case m is odd, we will prove the 
result by inducting on n. If n=1, then just 
choose k large so that the odd number 2k 

−m is greater than 1. Next assume there 
exists a positive integer k such that j = 
2k −m has at least n distinct positive 
prime divisors. Let s= k+φ(j2), where  
φ(j2) is the number of positive integers 
at most j2 that are relatively prime to j2. 
Since j is odd, by Euler’s theorem,  
 

).(mod122 2jjmm ks =−×≡−  
 

Then 2s − m is of the form j+tj2 for 
some positive integer t. Hence it is 
divisible by j and (2s − m)/j is relatively 
prime to j. Therefore, 2s − m has at least 
n+1 distinct prime divisors. 
 
For the case m is even, write m=2ir, 
where i is a nonnegative integer and r is 
odd. Then as proved above there is k 
such that 2k − r has at least n distinct 
prime divisors and so is 2i+k − m. 
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Other commended solvers: Maxim 
BOGDAN (“Mihai Eminescu” 
National College, Botosani, Romania) 
 
Problem 379.  Let ℓ be a line on the 
plane of ∆ABC such that ℓ does not 
intersect the triangle and none of the 
lines AB, BC, CA is perpendicular to ℓ. 
 
Let A’, B’, C’ be the feet of the 
perpendiculars from A, B, C to ℓ 
respectively.  Let A’’, B”, C” be the 
feet of the perpendiculars from A’, B’, 
C’ to lines BC, CA, AB respectively.  
 
Prove that lines A’A”, B’B”, C’C” are 
concurrent.  
 
Solution. William PENG and Jeff 
PENG (Dallas, Texas, USA) and 
ZOLBAYAR Shagdar (9th Grade, 
Orchlon Cambridge International 
School, Mongolia). 
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Let lines B’B” and C’C” intersect at D. 
To show line A’A” also contains D, 
since ∠CA”A’ = 90°, it suffices to 
show ∠CA”D = 90°. 
 
Let lines BC and B’B” intersect at O. 
We claim that ΔDOA” is similar to Δ
COB”. (Since ∠ OB”C = 90°, the 
claim will imply ∠OA”D = 90°, which 
is the same as ∠CA”D = 90°.) 
 
For the claim, first note ∠AC”D = 90° 
= ∠AB”D, which implies A,C”,B”,D 
are concyclic. So ∠C”AB”=∠B”DC”. 
Next, ∠BC”D = 90° =∠DA”B implies 
B,C”,A”,D are concyclic. So ∠C”BA” 
=∠A”DC”. Then 
 
∠ODA”=180°−(∠A”DC”+∠B”DC”) 
              =180°− (∠C”BA”+∠C”AB”) 
              =∠ACB   
              =∠OCB”. 
 
This along with ∠DOA”=∠COB” 
yield the claim and we are done. 
 
Other commended solvers: Alumni 
2011 (Carmel Alison Lam Foundation 
Secondary School) and Maxim 
BOGDAN (“Mihai Eminescu” 
National College, Botosani, Romania).  

Problem 380.  Let S = {1,2,…,2000}. If A 
and B are subsets of S, then let |A| and |B| 
denote the number of elements in A and in 
B respectively.  Suppose the product of |A| 
and |B| is at least 3999.  Then prove that 
sets A−A and B−B contain at least one 
common element, where X−X denotes 
{s−t : s, t ∈ X and s ≠ t}. 
(Source: 2000 Hungarian-Israeli Math 
Competition) 
 
Solution. Maxim BOGDAN (“Mihai 
Eminescu” National College, Botosani, 
Romania) and William PENG and Jeff 
PENG (Dallas,Texas, USA). 
 
Note that the set T={(a,b): a∊A and b∊B} 
has |A|×|B| ≥ 3999 elements. Also, the set 
W={a+b: a∊A and b∊B} is a subset of 
{2,3,…4000}.  If W = {2,3,…,4000}, then 
2 and 4000 in W imply sets A and B both 
contain 1 and 2000.  This leads to A−A 
and B−B both contain 1999.  
 
If W≠{2,3,…4000}, then W has less than 
3999 elements. By the pigeonhole 
principle, there would exist (a,b) ≠ (a’,b’) 
in T such that a+b=a’+b’. This leads to 
a−a’=b’−b in both  A−A and B−B. 
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Problem 3. Let f : ℝ → ℝ be a 
real-valued function defined on the set of 
real numbers that satisfies  
 

f(x+y) ≤ y f(x) +  f( f(x)) 
 
for all real numbers x and y. Prove that f(x) 
= 0 for all x ≤ 0. 
 
Problem 4. Let n > 0 be an integer. We are 
given a balance and n weights of weigh 20, 
21, …, 2n−1. We are to place each of the n 
weights on the balance, one after another, 
in such a way that the right pan is never 
heavier than the left pan. At each step we 
choose one of the weights that has not yet 
been placed on the balance, and place it on 
either the left pan or the right pan, until all 
the weights have been placed.  
 
Determine the number of ways in which 
this can be done. 
 
Problem 5.  Let f be a function from the 
set of integers to the set of positive 
integers. Suppose that, for any two 
integers m and n, the difference f(m)−f(n) 
is divisible by f(m−n). Prove that, for all 
integers m and n with f(m)≤f(n), the 
number f(n) is divisible by f(m). 

Problem 6.  Let ABC be an acute 
triangle with circumcircle γ. Let L be a 
tangent line to γ, and let La, Lb and Lc be 
the line obtained by reflecting L in the 
lines BC, CA and AB, respectively. 
Show that the circumcircle of the 
triangle determined by the lines La, Lb 
and Lc is tangent to the circle γ. 
 

 
 
Remarks on IMO 2011 
 

    (continued from page 2) 
 
The essential point is to observe that 
A”B”C” is in fact homothetic to 
A’B’C’, with the homothetic center at 
H, a point on ,γ  i.e. A”B”C” is an 
expansion of A’B’C’ at H by a constant 
centre.  This implies the circumcircle 
of A”B”C” is tangent to γ at H. 
 
A lot of discussions were conducted 
concerning changing the format of the 
Jury system during the IMO. At 
present the leaders assemble to choose 
six problems from the short-listed 
problems. There are issues concerning 
security and also financial matter (to 
house the leaders in an obscure place 
far away from the contestants can be 
costly). Many contestants need good 
results to obtain scholarships and enter 
good universities and the leaders have 
incentive for their own good to obtain 
good results for their teams. For me I 
am inclined to let the Jury system 
remains as such. The main reason is 
simply the law of large numbers, a 
better paper may be produced if more 
people are involved. Indeed both the 
Problem Selection Group and the 
leaders may make mistakes. But we get 
a better chance to produce a better 
paper after detailed discussion. In my 
opinion we generally produce a more 
balanced paper. The discussion is still 
going on. Perhaps some changes are 
unavoidable, for better or for worse. 
 
Here are some remarks concerning the 
performance of the teams. We keep our 
standard or perhaps slightly better than 
the last few years. I am glad that some 
of our team members are able to solve 
the harder problems. Although the 
Chinese team is still ranked first 
(unofficially), they are not far better 
than the other strong teams (USA, 
Russia, etc). In particular, the third 
rank performance of the Singaporean 
team this time is really amazing.  



(y7r 0 ~\ tw... { Fh:lltlJi. we wmprt:)"ve that. the maxhtH1Ul ,\Talue of ttA is at 1ll0sL 4. Without 
loss of' Zi>\lIetaLitYl 'Wil i11<W M~uil1() ,th.at ax < fh < «.a <lil-4'< we. dbaerve that Joreaoh pair of 
:Wdlceil (i, j) with 1 ;$ ~. <: j' S;4" 'tihesuril.~1 + (~j Uivide1i ;SA i£ And only if a;, + a] divit1GS 
SA ~ (tl + 'lij) ~ 11,,, + (l,t, wh('re k and l att'! the other two indices,. Since there U;r0 tdfl>til1ct 
pairs; wlJ ha,ye .to prove that at IMst two. of the:nll cio not ~al;1sfy the previousc'onditton, We 
ch\im that two such pai(s ,are (Q'Z,U1) alld (£li3, 1l4). Indeed, Ilote that a'J, + (1,'1 >- it). +. (h and 
a~ + (1,;1 :> (1,1 +. a2' He11c.e Q'.2 + a,1. find a3 +l1"j, do not divide 84: .This proves nA:S 4. 
Now suppose nA "" 4. Le;t 

v "'" al + aZJ 'U = Qcr + (1~. 
Now v and u must be diviSors of SA = 2(a2 + aa) !± 2(v +u"~ .2a)) , rhi~ implies th~t ,«,dIvides 
2(11 - 2al). But 1/, is larger than 11, hence certainly larger than 11 ~ 2o;)'iXl.ote ·thl;),t 'I)' ~ 2a:l > O~ 

. We ;conclude that u '" 2! v ~ 2a}). On the; ot.her handl 11 tn\lflt (.liY'14~ 

2(u -2(~1) = 2(2('/1 - 2nl) - 2al) ;;=; 4'u -'l2alJ 

so 11 I 12at. . 
The inequality 11 < U '=' 211 -4al implies. that-v> 4a'1_ Together: with v 112a;t tilts givet) v=> 6a{ 
or 11 "'" 120;1.' Wo~king out thes.e cases gives tche Oiindid~te solutions 

Both. ate indeell ({Oilltlo11R with rIA;=: 4. 

'fio ~lt.;M 2.. Give the r~t~tlllg 14w Wl orienta;;.on and distinguish its sides 8:sthe amnji; sfrle 
and the blue s'ide. Notice thAt when.ever the Iiivot:changes [,om $Ome .point T to MjotlHll: 
point U,afteT the .ohange. T 1';' on the same side as U wasbet'ore. Therefore; the mtmher ,of 
elements of {:1 au the ottl.}tje $lde and 'the 1111m00\:of thoseOli .the blue side remain tIta @.tne 
:throughout the whoJe proCess (except. for those mOlnents when the line c'Ontairls two points). 
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l1Xmt. COll~~del' the ~aS() thl'lt 1$). =21), + 1 i& odd., 'Wcd!tin'i. tbat through any po)nt '1' E $, 
there j~ a, 'line. th!\t has rt POUlts on e~cb side. To .,,~~e this, choose.nnoriented lin,~ thl:Ol1gh 'r 
CPlltai11il.lg r1;Qdthe).' 'Point of $ and SUppOSJ;l that: it has n + l' poInts :01,1. itfJora.-Hje} Ilid@, H 
r "" ,0 theil. we hJj;V'~(istabHshed the nlaim, so we may assurnethat l' .pO, As t}l('1: JiIli) rotll.te$ 
tl1to\1(~h 18Gb around 1', the nUIhber of points of Son its ora.nja side changes by 1 'WhMevel' 
the line passes through a. p.dint; after 1800

1 .tl1e number o( points on thlilo:t:Mje, :s;jdfi· is rl;'- r'. 

Tberefi)n'l there is an intermediate stage at which the ONur]'¢ ,!?1de, a.ndt1nls~so the blue sider 
. (,'Out.ains n p.Qints. 

Now selectt'he point; P .arbitmrily, and :Ch9Qgfij· 'a.l1;nl'l thnmgh P tii.!),.t liM n lu?il)Wof.s on each 
~t'ii,e to he the iilitla.I st-ate (Jf the windtl:llll. W() wlU Rhow tba·\i dlu'tug fl,. totatiun over lSOtl, 
the line of tha wlndn11ll ,iisH,seach point 'Of, S all a pivot, Th s~e this, solect liny point T of $ 
-!\·nd i;elect a line f; through 't that ~epa.tut~s S lntoequal lH11ves. The J?oint Tis th~ U(1~qU() 
P01\lt or S tht9llgh wbicha. Hile in this direction eM I';epal'ate t:he pOints of {) into .equ\lJ I;Ulh<;l,S 
(pat<l.Uel ~tJi1)l~1!1tl!;w. would dlstlltb tl'v~ balance). Therefore, Wh0U the windmill Hne ia parallel 
to e, it mHllt h:e -e itiielfr and so P!l.SS thtb.ugh T.. . . 

NIl:xt sup.pose that lSI "" ~n, Similarly to the odd easel for ~"etY 1'8 $ th!'jf~ is 1).-11. orieIlted. 
linethrbugh T with n ~ 1 points 011 its 0ranje side and n POtz),t$ 011 its bh)E). .side;, Select. such 
an oriented line through an arbItrary P ttl be the initia.lst'ateof llhe ,vlt1dmilL 

\Vr;,. wHl now show tbat quringa .rotatr~l:\ over ~~OO) 'libe liM uf the wlt\dmiIl villits. each paint 
'Of,s iis .1.\ pi'I(Pt. 'l.b .~!;l!;l tlJi~l $~le.c.t aQ,y poin~ T of S i);j)(l. an. oriented line .e .thr6ugh T that 
ft®a~at~$ $ hl.t(j two J>u.hset8 with 11. ~ 1 :points 011: J:ts.bxanj'e and: n 'POints On lts blue. side. 
A~~Jll! pl.\w,l:11~1 tr-I)!)'.JJ;iat.iott would i';h~\l'):ge. t.he. uutnhe:(s of pGlints Oil. the' two sides, S0 when the 
wlrid:ti'J.illline \~ Pl}l'aUd to e with the-sl1):u0- ori~lltutiop,the wlnruniH lute j'~\llst {Jass through T, 
o' ". 

fro\!lI.e~J Subst.itutingy""t-x Il'\to ':FC')Gt~)~~'f(x)+f(f(')()) I ,(t) 

We.. 'jet I(t) s,tf(x) ~~:l($) +fU(x). (2)' 

Now consider some real.nPlXIh~tila, b ill\QUl'le (~} \vith t "" lea}, II) "" b as well as with .t"'" feb}; 
UJ <= :/l, We: get 

. lU,(a») "" /U(b»:; f{a)f(b) - bl(b)\ 
[(feb)) - f(J(Q~)) s; j,(ff-)l(b) - Q.J(a). 

Adding th~~e tw<) 5fWQijll1itie1lyields 

2}((I,).((I) ~ a/{It} +I!!{b). 

We substituteb = 21(0,) and ohta.in 2J(a,)f{b) ;::; a,f{a) + 2/(Q.-)f(b), Qto,J(a;) ;50, rh€Nfote, 

J(a.) 2. 0 foral! Q.. <: O. (3) 

Now sup~~ek(m1:> 0 f'Or some fQa! ~)liJj.fbm: :t'. 1<rom(2), ,"\\1i',lmmedlately get that, for every 

t < #(l);I{t1JtC )). \N'1l h~ve .!(tJ < O.'I'hls contradicts (3); th~refore . 

j(:n) ~ 0 for all filar a:, (4) 

nl1d~ 'by (3)ngaln, we Mt n1:) "'" 0 for 1111 tJ) < O. 
Wf!{ il<te lett' to ;£\t~d. /(0). Setting t "'" IV < 0 in (2), we obta"ll /(11;) ::; 1(1(.'1;)), AI> :t jSl\.l\(itO <?f 
J, tIlls mea:ns 

O:S Ito). 

:Combining thfs with (4), we o.b.ttl,In j(O) "" 0, 

PCDiolev\\4·' Assul':ne 7~?:. 2, W~ claim 

j(71,) == (Zn ~ l)j(n ~ 1.), (1) 



. :.FlrstlY"note tha.t ~aft.ef the: fJtst n~O\Te the left :pah is aiwaysat least 1 he<l;yi~r th~n tbe righ.~ bM. Bance; [;l.t;ly valid way o£placing the n weightsOJl the scale. gives r1seiby not considering weight 1\ to. Ii, ~a1icl way .of plMingthe weights 2, 22
, ••• ) 271,-1. . . 1£ we divide the we\ghtof each weight by 2, the answer does ;n,Qtcltange, So these rt - 1 w~ights caube plac.ed all. the soale in /(n ~ 1) YaH-d wayr;,. NQWWt:l Ipok ;;\t W~!ght 1. rr It is ]Jut on the. scale in the first l110ve, then i't has to be pla,<;ed M th~ left sLde, :otrlle'twl$!j it Mn be placed . . either on the left Of on the right side, becau:;;e aftet tbe first, n:love.j;h1l diftentilc8 betwean the weights (;mth~ left Pan and the weights on tbe right tH3,:i(isa,fJ~ast 2, Hence, therear.e exal;:tly 2n"'"" 1 different ways of inserting weight i in 6Mh otthe f{'fj - l)~a1id sequences for the n "+ l we,iZhts~n, oxctel: to get a va.-lid sequence fot' the n weights, T~ :PtQV:~ ,the olaim. . 3ince· J(l) "'" tOY' induction we obtain for all posltive intElgers h 

. f(n} ;.=0 {2n - 1)H .""" i ·,3 ' 5· ... :,(2n ~el). 
?..vlolft'\S". Suppose that Wfl);ld 11 a,t'e two inte~~(s w~~JI. J(:) .( f(y). We will thow ~hat 
J(x)! fCy), By "taking 7Th ~."l! ~md n", Y .in~ SN€f\- (O'MI.:".ft"", ~(M-v\) \ f{1"\)-~(.'\) (-Jt:) 

W~ ~et 1(x - V) [1f(X) =.f(y}1 == fey) - f(;t) > 0, 
~() f(:t ~ y) s:;/{v) - f(:r;) <; 1(v).HeIlO0 the differenca,d ~ J($) - fC:r;"..· y) sa,tisfies 

.~ F(y} <. ~ J(,1; -..: u) <. d « [(\"c) \( ICy),· 

Thking: 1li .0;0 ~;, and rc"'-". i't - Y l:n6~J we se(i tjlat f(y).1 'iJ" so we deduce d "".O"ot in other words I(~) ,; 1((1;-< y). T.akint m ?" xalld n "" 'J) iri <*) we see,that f(w) "'" f(tt ""-1i~ I Jea)) ..,.,j0v), 
WlliCh inxpIi~. f(vHf(v). 

?vvbl~b 1'0 avoid a la.rge case distinction) we will}1se the ~1~tibn o£oriented anples, N~.nrely, f~r , ·two lh~~l1 m and n, we, dono~e b~ L.(m, n) the angle by whLch one rna,¥. 'fQtat(l; m -anlaclookwlse to Qbtain a line parallel to n. 'Thus1 all ode~lted. aIlg!e~ atJ:l(}()nsidere,d moduLo.. 18.0". 

·n· 

Denote by T the point of tangency of lfmo t, let.lf =;=; Cb n e", B' ""' ea: n la) C' "" Ea. n lp. Introduoethe pOInt Aif. 011 r such that TA "" AA'! (Air ;f. T uniess T A is .a. dia;nl~t~r), D~.6ne the points Btl :and (j' in :Ii silhili1r wi\}':, 
SU1.Gill<he PQLnt!> 0 Md, 13 ·at~ t}le midpoints of arcs TOI

, Ilnd 'TB,r; respeotively, we havp, 

L(!?,13"O") ~L(l;Tlf') + t.(1'crf!Ef~O'I) ~ uce,tC) + Zl..{'l:C'i , SCil
) 

'!;=. 2(L'{€jI'G) + ?('tC,BG)} ~ ''2.,2,(1;, Ee) kI L(/1,t,,) , 

ft tollmvstllat e", i111q JJ'~a" 8.1'e para:tlel. Simllat'\y, Pb 11 A"O" arid i" If, ./JliBII, Thus; oit;hor the 'ttla.ngl~," A'tJ'Q' -aX),d A"E"C" a.re hornotlret1o, or they are translates of each other. Now we w:iU :prov\'! tAl),t they are ill £a,ot.hOJ).'lothetic} i1ud tlH).~ th~ c!:l11ter ]{ of the bOll1othety he10ngfl to t. l~ would, ~Iwn follow tha.t th~lr circ'(Irnckclflsar!,! IJJ.$O bomothotic with respec~ to f( ilrld anHherefote tal1~nt at this pomt, as desired, . 
WenMd t~e .liWt) £.{in~wipg claims. 
Claim :1. The- point of lnt!Jtsg(rti~n .x <Of tho lilJ@ 8.') C lind Ee" ll,~ mxe~. Proof. Aotua1iy~ the polnts X .and Z' arE symmetrioa;b'pu't'~11ci line Be, Bincl) tbe liuesOT 
Mld C.EJf' ar.e symmetrio aboue this l:lner a:s. are the lines··:sr and BO", D Cla.hn 2., Th~ point ofintt1rMctiQl) I ;(Jt thE) Jines BE' and;'Q'QI, liJ')$-(iil the .cir:d~ :t, .. Proof. We consider the caile. that l ill not p:a:({1J}elto the 5MBS'of ABC; the Qthe.r Ci\S~S may ba . l'egat'ded ./W lrmlt .caseH. Let D = t (1 EO, E; = .e n AO':,arid F: ",/et) 613. . . Due to S,yfiIlMtt.:i'l th~ li.ne DB is 'One of the angle bise<:tO.tB Qf the l1uJ$,13' D and F Djanalogottgly, the line FE js. (:me of the, angle biseotQ(s Mthe H~\e\l S' If' 1l.nd 1)iJi'. So B is eitlre.t the inueiltel~ Of one of-the @'!Gent~tll of thetriangieB'lJF'> l~l (jn,y<;u.sewe haye,L(BD,DF) + L{DF,F13j + L(B' H, E11J) = flO" 1 }lO. 

L,(B'B1B!O') "'" .i(E'13; 139) = 90" - L(Bq D1P) - L(lYF', EA} -oo~ ~ L(130,A13}. 
AnaloW)}tsly, we get L(O'Gj B'G!) "". 90~ - t:(SG, AO). Hence; 

t':{Blj(JJ) = L,BtB;(J'O') +L(B'C',O!O)=L(SO,AC) -L(Be.,AE) =' .4(AB, AO), 
which 1l1¢I'i,Wi e:1Cf1.ctly that the pOil'lts As 13,1, G ace COllcycHc, 

N:owwe MYl complet~the proof. Let 1{ bli thesecotAd httwsection point of BiBltaJl(i 1\ Applying' PA::;OA;L~S ;f;hem;eXl~,to hexagou J(BI'ClSC" Wi;} get tflat the pOInts B' l=t; I<B" () IS ,and X""" ])110 n 130" i).xt;! .colllnear with t)ie illt(lt'sec~iqllPQint. 8. of .ol nnd GIt[1, 80S ", 01 n BIX ;::::; O(~ aud the points 0', (yll. I'( Me. coIlhi.ea:e. Thlffl 1.( \;$ the intetseotion point 'of 13'lJlt and G'GII wJltch iil'iplies thlXt f( is the centet or ·the htwloth~ty n1applng AiJ3'C' ,to A")3110", and it beh)))gs W t. . 
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